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Burst allocation method to enable
decision-directed channel estimation
for mobile WiMAX downlink transmission
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Abstract

An easy-to-implement approach to allocate downlink data bursts in IEEE 802.16e (mobile WiMAX) frames is
proposed. With the proposed allocation scheme, each mobile station can employ a decision-directed channel
estimation method without demodulating data bursts destined for other stations. Three decision-directed channel
estimation methods, each with different computational complexity, are suggested based on the proposed
allocation method. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that one of the suggested decision-directed
methods, the adaptive weighted-average estimation, outperforms the widely used two-dimensional interpolation
method for all considered channel models, especially for high-speed reception in a large-delay-spread channel.
Therefore, the proposed allocation method together with the adaptive weighted-average estimation can be used
to increase the successful transmission probability for data bursts requiring low error rates, such as hybrid automatic
repeat request bursts.
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1. Introduction
The mobile worldwide interoperability for microwave ac-
cess (mobile WiMAX) technology, based on IEEE
802.16e [1], is a wireless metropolitan network standard
and a candidate for fourth-generation cellular wireless
communication systems. To serve multiple mobile sta-
tions (MSs), the mobile WiMAX adopts the orthogonal
frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) technique.
Since the OFDMA signal is transmitted through a wire-
less environment, the receivers have to perform channel
estimation to compensate for channel fading before de-
modulation and decoding. Although both downlink (DL)
and uplink (UL) transmissions of WiMAX use OFDMA,
these two systems have different design considerations
and different pilot patterns, and thus, they have to use
different channel estimation strategies. In this paper, we
investigate the channel estimation method for the
WiMAX DL transmission, in which the base station (BS)
transmits data destined for different MSs by using
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different sets of subcarriers. Therefore, instead of de-
modulating and decoding every subcarrier in all
OFDMA symbols in the DL transmission, each MS only
has to process subcarriers containing broadcast data and
data destined for itself.
Many channel estimation methods have been studied

in the literature for various systems [2-14]. These
methods can be divided into several categories: mini-
mized mean square error (MMSE)-based methods, filter-
based methods, discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-based
methods, code-aided methods, linear and cubic
interpolation methods, and decision-directed methods.
The MMSE-based methods make use of the statistics of
the wireless channel for channel estimation and achieve
excellent bit error rate (BER) performance in a low-
mobility environment [2-4]. As the stochastic property
of a real channel is actually unknown, Nisar et al. [5]
proposed a maximally robust two-dimensional (2-D)
MMSE channel estimator with a finite number of obser-
vations. However, this approach works only for a uni-
formly spaced pilot pattern and thus cannot be applied
to the mobile WiMAX DL system due to non-uniformly
spaced pilot patterns in the system. Sanzi and Speidel [6]
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proposed another channel statistic estimation method in
which the Doppler frequency shift and the delay were
assumed to be uniformly distributed, and receivers have
to use different sets of pre-computed coefficients for dif-
ferent channels. However, how to determine the number
of coefficient sets remains a question.
Filter-based channel estimation uses different types of

filters to act as interpolation filters [3,7]. The DFT-based
approach [2,3,8] performs inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form on pilot subcarriers to find the channel impulse re-
sponse and then proceeds to find the channel frequency
response (CFR) with DFT. Both approaches assume a
uniformly spaced pilot pattern and thus cannot be ap-
plied to the mobile WiMAX DL system. Code-aided
methods [9-11] make use of the posteriori probabilities
(obtained by the decoder) of all the transmitted symbols
in one orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM) symbol for channel estimation in OFDM sys-
tems. Further investigation is required to apply these
methods to the WiMAX OFDMA systems.
The 2-D linear interpolation method [12] is the most

widely used estimation method in mobile WiMAX. Un-
fortunately, this method does not provide satisfactory
BER performance for large-delay-spread channels [8]. To
achieve better BER performance, a cubic interpolation
function with coefficients obtained by a search algorithm
was proposed for interpolation in the frequency direc-
tion in [13]. Although this method performs relatively
better for a channel with a large delay spread, its BER
performance is still far away from the perfect channel
estimation.
The decision-directed (DD) estimation is a robust

method for channel estimation [14]. In the method, con-
tents of data subcarriers of an OFDM symbol are
decoded and then encoded. Next, CFRs of these data
subcarriers are re-estimated using the least squares (LS)
method for better accuracy. With better estimation of
CFRs of previous OFDM symbols, the CFRs of the
current OFDM symbol can be more accurately esti-
mated. Though robust, it is difficult to apply the DD
method to mobile WiMAX DL transmission since the
allocation of subcarriers in OFDMA symbols for data
bursts destined for each MS is highly flexible. Therefore,
an MS may have to demodulate and decode data
addressed to other MSs in order to implement the DD
method. To avoid extra demodulation and decoding
cost, we propose a burst allocation scheme so that an
MS only needs to demodulate and decode broadcast
data and data destined for itself (which the MS has to
process regardless whether the DD method is employed)
if the MS intends to use the DD method to improve the
accuracy of CFR estimation. Based on the proposed allo-
cation, we further suggest three DD channel estimation
methods for mobile WiMAX DL transmission.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
briefly reviews the frame structure, encoding flow, and
pilot pattern in the mobile WiMAX DL transmission.
Section 3 describes the 2-D and DD channel estimation
methods. In Section 4, we propose a burst allocation
scheme and suggest three DD channel estimation methods
based on the allocation scheme. Theoretical analysis and
experimental results of the performances of the proposed
DD channel estimation methods are presented in Section
5, and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.

2. Overview of WiMAX physical layer
Before we describe the proposed burst allocation
scheme, we briefly review the frame structure, encoding
process, and pilot pattern in the mobile WiMAX DL
transmission.

2.1 WiMAX frame structure
Although the 802.16e standard supports many duplexing
and physical (PHY) layer schemes for UL and DL trans-
missions, the mobile WiMAX system supports only
time-division duplex (TDD) with wireless MAN-
OFDMA PHY [15]. In the TDD scheme, frames are se-
quentially transmitted over time, with each frame
containing a DL subframe and a UL subframe. In the DL
subframes, data subcarriers in each OFDMA symbol are
grouped into logical subchannels which, in turn, may be
allocated to data bursts for different MSs in several ways.
However, in this paper, we will only discuss the partial
usage of subchannel (PUSC) allocation scheme (detailed
below) as it is the mandatory allocation scheme for the
first zone in each DL subframe.
As shown in Figure 1, a DL subframe consists of a pre-

amble, frame control header (FCH), downlink map (DL-
MAP), uplink map (UL-MAP), and downlink data
bursts. The preamble in each DL subframe occupies one
OFDMA symbol. Other than the preamble, the coded
data are allocated in the unit of slot, where one slot is a
spectral-temporal rectangular structure containing one
logical subchannel in a pair of OFDMA symbols. Logical
subchannels are numbered from top to bottom in
OFDMA symbols, as also shown in Figure 1. Note that
there is a permutation function that maps each logical
subchannel to a group of 24 physical data subcarriers.
The FCH occupies the first four slots in the first pair of
OFDMA symbols after the preamble. Then, DL-MAP is
allocated to the subsequent slots in the same pair of
OFDMA symbols from top to bottom and, if necessary,
may extend to the next pair of OFDMA symbols. DL-
MAP is followed by UL-MAP (which is located in the
DL burst no. 1) and DL bursts (each of which may be
addressed to different MSs).
The contents of FCH specify the coding scheme and

length of DL-MAP. With the information in FCH, MSs
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Figure 1 An example of a DL subframe for the 1024 FFT mode.
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can then decode DL-MAP. In the DL-MAP, burst pro-
files of the DL bursts are specified, such as modulation
and coding schemes, locations in the DL subframe, and
destination MSs. Therefore, all MSs must correctly de-
code FCH and DL-MAP before proceeding to decode
DL bursts. Since the 48-bit-long FCH is constructed by
duplicating the 24-bit-long DL_Frame_Prefix, any error
in the FCH can be easily detected by comparing the two
copies of the DL_Frame_Prefix. As DL-MAP contains a
CRC-32 field for error detection, it is also easy for an
MS to check the correctness of DL-MAP.
The structure of each DL burst is a rectangle with one

or multiple slots. Coded bits (in the unit of slot) are se-
quentially mapped to a DL burst in increasing order of
the subchannel number in the first available pair of sym-
bols. When all slots in the first available pair of symbols
of the burst are filled, the mapping process continues to
the next available pair of symbols, and so on. Typically,
different DL bursts are destined for different MSs.
Therefore, in order to implement the DD method, an
MS may have to demodulate and decode data addressed
Randomizer
FEC

Encoder

Payload

Data

Figure 2 Encoding and modulation flow for DL data transmission.
to other MSs (to be justified in Section 3.2). In Section
4, we propose a DL burst allocation scheme which not
only complies with the standard but also enables MSs to
use the DD approach without incurring the cost of un-
necessary demodulation and decoding.

2.2 DL encoding
The channel coding procedure in the physical layer of
DL transmission includes randomization, forward error
correction (FEC) encoding, interleaving, and modulation,
as shown in Figure 2. Data bits are first divided into FEC
blocks with padding bits, if necessary. The size of an
FEC block, which is in the order of tens of bytes, is de-
termined based on data length, code rate, and modula-
tion scheme. Each FEC block is then separately
randomized, FEC-encoded, interleaved, and modulated.
The 802.16e standard supports convolutional code (CC),
block turbo code, convolutional turbo code, and low-
density parity-check code, but only CC is mandatory.
Therefore, we use CC in the experiments. After
randomization, each FEC block is encoded by the binary
Interleaver O/PModulation
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(171, 133) convolutional encoder with a constraint
length of 7. Before encoding, the encoder memory is ini-
tialized with the last six data bits of the FEC block to be
encoded. Thus, the initial state of the code trellis is the
same as the end state, and the convolutional code is
converted into a short block code called tail-biting
convolutional code (TBCC) [16,17]. Each codeword,
which is called coded FEC block, is interleaved and
constellation-mapped into modulation symbols that in
turn are mapped to slots of the data burst. Each data
burst may contain more than one coded FEC blocks.
According to the standard [1], a coded FEC block occu-
pies at most six slots.

2.3 Pilot subcarriers in the DL subframe
For each pair of OFDMA symbols, the available
subcarriers are grouped into clusters. Each cluster con-
sists of 12 data subcarriers and 2 pilot subcarriers, as
shown in Figure 3, where a gray circle stands for a data
subcarrier and a slashed one stands for a pilot sub-
carrier. In contrast to conventional OFDM systems with
equally spaced pilots, such as DVB-T [18], the pilots in
the WiMAX DL subframe not only are unevenly distrib-
uted but also have different distribution patterns in even
and odd symbols. Therefore, it is expected that any
channel estimation method based on interpolating only
pilot CFRs in one OFDMA symbol is unlikely to provide
good estimation accuracy, especially for large-delay
-spread channels [13].

3. Channel estimation in WiMAX DL transmission
In this section, we describe the widely used 2-D channel
estimation method and the general idea of DD channel
estimation method.

3.1 Two-dimensional channel estimation
In the 2-D channel estimation scheme, the CFRs of the
pilots are obtained by the LS method. Then, the pilot
CFRs in two adjacent even (and odd) symbols are used
to estimate the CFRs of the data subcarriers with the
same subcarrier indexes in the odd (respectively even)
symbol in between by linear interpolation in the time
domain, as shown in Figure 4. We will refer to these data
data car

pilot car

Figure 3 Pilot pattern in a cluster for DL transmission.
subcarriers as pseudo-pilots. Next, the CFRs of other data
subcarriers are obtained by linear interpolation based on
CFRs of the nearest pilots and/or pseudo-pilots in the same
symbol. In the following discussion, we use Ĥ 2D k; nð Þ to
denote the CFR estimated by the 2-D method for subcarrier
k in OFDMA symbol n.

3.2 Decision-directed channel estimation
As the number of pilots in each OFDMA symbol is very
limited, it is desirable to have data subcarriers to serve
as additional pilots. One way to achieve this goal is
through the use of DD channel estimation method [14],
as depicted in Figure 5. Let Y(k, n) denote the output of
fast Fourier transform (FFT) in the receiver for sub-
carrier k in OFDMA symbol n. These outputs, after
channel compensation, are channel-decoded into data
bits that in turn are re-encoded to obtain estimates of
the transmitted symbols X̂ k; nð Þ . The CFR estimate for
the subcarrier can be recalculated as

ĤDD k; nð Þ ¼ Y k; nð Þ
X̂ k; nð Þ ; ð1Þ

which can be used to estimate the CFR of the next
OFDMA symbol. For better results, the CFRs of the fol-
lowing symbols may be predicted in the time domain by
a prediction filter, as suggested in [14]. In WiMAX, how-
ever, using a prediction filter may not be a good strategy.
The reason is as follows: A prediction filter is usually a
finite impulse response filter. Therefore, it requires a
certain number of samples to fill the filter buffer before
producing any useful output. In the WiMAX frames,
each DL subframe (with a length of less than 48 sym-
bols) is preceded by a UL subframe. Since no samples
are available during UL subframes, the filter outputs are
not valid in the first few OFDMA symbols of each DL
subframe.
The DD method is a powerful method for channel es-

timation. However, this method may not be applicable to
the WiMAX system if the DL bursts are arbitrarily allo-
cated, such as the one given in Figure 1. Suppose that
the coded bits destined for MS no. 5, called MS-5, are
located in burst no. 5. In order to use the DD approach
even symbols

odd symbols

rier

rier
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on symbol 21, MS-5 has to (progressively) decode bursts
no. 2 and no. 3 and then re-encode data bits of bursts
no. 2 and no. 3. If bursts no. 2 and no. 3 are destined for
MSs other than MS-5, the decoding and encoding pro-
cesses of bursts no. 2 and no. 3 are the extra and un-
necessary cost incurred by employing the DD method.
To avoid the unnecessary cost for using the DD method,
we propose a burst allocation strategy for WiMAX DL
transmission.

4. Proposed burst allocation strategy and channel
estimation methods
In this section, we propose a burst allocation method for
WiMAX DL transmission and three DD channel estima-
tion methods. Each DD channel estimation method can
be used together with the proposed allocation method,
and an MS may adopt any of the three methods depend-
ing on the allowed computational cost.

4.1 Proposed burst allocation method and application
The proposed allocation method is illustrated in Figure 6.
To simplify the discussion, in Figure 6, we assume that
the FCH and DL-MAP occupy all of the slots in
OFDMA symbols 1 and 2. The proposed allocation
method can be easily extended to the case when the as-
sumption is not valid. Before decoding data bursts, every
MS has to decode FCH and DL-MAP first. It is easy for
an MS to verify the correctness of the decoded FCH and
DL-MAP, as described in Section 2.1. If the FCH and
DL-MAP are correctly decoded, an MS can use the DD
channel estimation method by re-encoding FCH and
Chan
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Figure 5 Concept of DD channel estimation.
DL-MAP to achieve better BER performance for the
next two OFDMA symbols. For these DD-enabled MSs,
bursts which are allocated starting from symbols 3 and
4, such as data bursts no. 1, no. 2, and no. 3 in Figure 6,
have the advantage of lower error rates compared with
other bursts, such as burst no. 4. Allocating bursts
starting from symbols 3 and 4 is referred to as the first
allocation rule. As described previously, the DD channel
estimation approach can be easily applied to those slots
allocated in OFDMA symbols 3 and 4. These slots are
referred to as first-column slots. One way to take advan-
tage of this improved BER performance of the slots is to
allocate the hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ)
burst with as many first-column slots as possible. With
lower BER in the HARQ burst, fewer retransmissions
are required, and thus, higher system throughput is
achieved.
Besides the first-column slots, the DD estimation

method can also be used to improve the BER perform-
ance of other slots if the following allocation rule is
adopted. Each coded FEC block in the bursts is assigned
to consecutive slots in the same pair of OFDMA sym-
bols, such as the blocks in symbols 3 and 4 depicted in
Figure 6. This is referred to as the second allocation rule.
As a coded FEC block has a size of at most six slots, the
proposed block allocation is possible. If the BS fills each
FEC block with a HARQ sub-burst, the receiver can em-
ploy the error detection mechanism in each sub-burst to
verify the correctness of the decoded FEC blocks. Even
for an FEC block without any error detection mechan-
ism, the receiver still can use the threshold method
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Figure 6 An example of a DL subframe and FEC blocks.
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proposed in [19] to determine the correctness of the
decoded block. If the FEC blocks are correctly decoded,
decoded data bits can be re-encoded to enable the DD es-
timation method for the blocks (slots) in the next pair of
OFDMA symbols. Note that if an FEC block is incorrectly
decoded, the MS should not use the DD estimation
scheme for blocks in the next pair of symbols. The reason
is that one error data bit, after convolutional re-encoding,
may incur several error coded bits, which in turn are
mapped into several incorrect X̂ k; nð Þ values in (1). In
such a case, conventional channel estimation approach,
such as the 2-D estimation method, should be adopted.
The mobile WiMAX system uses a permutation func-

tion to define the mapping between physical data
subcarriers and subchannels. Since the even OFDMA
symbols and the odd OFDMA symbols have different
pilot patterns, subchannels may consist of different sets
of physical data subcarriers in even and odd symbols. In
other words, even if subchannel i in both pairs of
OFDMA symbols n, n + 1 and n − 2, n − 1 is assigned
to the same data burst, a physical subcarrier k which is
assigned to subchannel i for symbols n (or n + 1) may
not be assigned to the same subchannel for symbols n −
1 (respectively n − 2), i.e., it is not assigned to the same
data burst. This fact complicates the design of the DD
estimation method. Fortunately, the subchannels are di-
vided into subchannel groups, as depicted in Figure 6,
and the physical data subcarriers are permuted only
within an individual subchannel group. In other words, a
subchannel group consists of the same set of data and
pilot subcarriers in all OFDMA symbol pairs. Thus, if all
subchannels in a subchannel group are assigned to the
same data burst (e.g., data bursts no. 1, no. 2, and no. 3
in Figure 6), the implementation of the DD estimation
method can be simplified. This is referred to as the third
allocation rule.

4.2 Time-average estimation method
A simple way for an MS to employ the DD channel esti-
mation is to average the CFR estimates of the pair of
OFDMA symbols n − 1 and n − 2 (obtained by (1)) to
get CFR estimates of the next pair of symbols n and n +
1, i.e.,

ĤTA k; nþ 1ð Þ ¼ ĤTA k; nð Þ ¼ Ĥ k; n−1ð Þ þ Ĥ k; n−2ð Þ
2

; ð2Þ

where ĤTA k; nð Þ denotes the estimated CFR of this ap-
proach which is referred to as the time-average estima-
tion method in the following presentation. Using
averaging instead of first-order extrapolation prevents
the amplification of small noise which is a commonly
observed phenomenon in first-order extrapolation.

4.3 Static weighted-average method
One shortcoming of the time-average estimation method
is that it does not make use of the pilots in the estimated
symbol pair. Thus, another possible estimation approach
is to calculate CFR estimates as the weighted average of
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2-D estimates Ĥ 2D k; nð Þ and time-average estimates
ĤTA k; nð Þ. In this approach, since no a priori knowledge
of the channel is available to the receiver, we may set the
weights to be inversely proportional to the distances be-
tween the estimated data subcarrier and its neighboring
reference subcarriers. For simplicity, let both the dis-
tance between two consecutive physical subcarriers and
the distance between two consecutive OFDMA symbols
be 1. For subcarrier k in OFDMA symbol n, let a(k) be
the minimum (frequency) distance between this sub-
carrier and a pilot/pseudo-pilot subcarrier in the same
OFDMA symbol. Similarly, let b(n) be the symbol dis-
tance between the current symbol (i.e., n or n + 1 in (2))
and its closest reference symbol (i.e., n − 1 in (2)). The
weighted-average CFR estimates of subcarrier k in
OFDMA symbol n is defined as

Ĥ SW k; nð Þ ¼ b nð Þ
a kð Þ þ b nð Þ Ĥ 2D k; nð Þ þ a kð Þ

a kð Þ þ b nð Þ ĤTA k; nð Þ:

ð3Þ
For example, consider the subcarrier represented by

the dot with red horizontal stripes in Figure 7. For this
subcarrier, a(k) = 2 and b(n) = 2. Therefore,
the weighted-average CFR estimate is given by
Ĥ SW k; nð Þ ¼ 1

2 Ĥ 2D k; nð Þ þ 1
2 ĤTA k; nð Þ. This estimation

method is referred to as the static weighted-average
method in the rest of the paper.

4.4 Adaptive weighted-average method
In the static weighted-average method, we use the same
weight for the distances between physical subcarriers
and between OFDMA symbols. However, these two dis-
tances may be assigned with different weights to reflect
the effects of vehicle speed and channel characteristics.
Since it is difficult for the receiver to pre-determine the
optimal weights in (3), we propose an adaptive
weighted-average method in which the weights are adap-
tively adjusted based on the maximum log-likelihood
metric obtained in the TBCC decoding process. This
method is described as follows:

Step 1. Set u = 1, v = 1 and choose a step-size constant
δ with 0 < δ < 1.
Sy
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Figure 7 An example for weighted-average estimation.
Step 2. Calculate CFRs of all subcarriers belonging to
the FEC block using

Ĥ u k; nð Þ ¼ b nð Þu
a kð Þ þ b nð Þ Ĥ 2D k; nð Þ

þ 1−
b nð Þu

a kð Þ þ b nð Þ
� �

Ĥ TA k; nð Þ; ð4Þ

where a(k) and b(n) are the same as in (3). The TBCC
decoder decodes the block using the estimates Ĥ u k; nð Þ
and saves the decoded data sequence and the
corresponding log-likelihood metric.

Step 3. Similar to step 2, calculate the CFRs using

Ĥ v k; nð Þ ¼ 1−
a kð Þv

a kð Þ þ b nð Þ
� �

Ĥ 2D k; nð Þ

þ a kð Þv
a kð Þ þ b nð Þ ĤTA k; nð Þ: ð5Þ

The TBCC decoder decodes the block using the
estimates Ĥ v k; nð Þ and saves the decoded data
sequence and the corresponding log-likelihood metric.

Step 4. Set u = u − δ and v = v − δ.
Step 5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 until u < 0and v < 0.
Step 6. The receiver compares the saved log-likelihood

metrics and adopts the decoded data sequence with the
largest metric.

Note that the adaptive weighted-average estimation
method is an FEC block-based method. Thus, an MS
can employ this DD estimation method only if the BS
follows all three allocation rules in allocating data burst
destined for the MS. One feature of this method is that
it iteratively executes CFR estimation and TBCC decod-
ing. Though FEC blocks are decoded iteratively, the
computational complexity of this algorithm is not exces-
sively high. It is due to the short codeword (with less
than 288 data bits) used in each block. If necessary, the
complexity can be reduced by increasing the step size δ.
Moreover, when we observe the plot of log-likelihood
metrics corresponding to u from 0 to 1 (and v from 1
to 0), the curve is typically similar to a downward
even
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Table 2 Delay profiles of the channel A and B of ITU-R
M.1225 [20]

Tap Channel A Channel B Doppler
spectrumRelative

delay (ns)
Average
power (dB)

Relative
delay (ns)

Average
power (dB)

1 0 0.0 0 −2.5 Classic

2 310 −1.0 300 0.0 Classic

3 710 −9.0 8,900 −12.8 Classic

4 1,090 −10.0 12,900 −10.0 Classic

5 1,730 −15.0 17,100 −25.2 Classic

6 2,510 −20.0 20,000 −16.0 Classic

0.25

0.3

0.35
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parabolic curve. Therefore, a more efficient search algo-
rithm may be developed by taking this observation into
account. Finally, to further reduce the complexity, we
observe that the receiver does not need to execute the
search algorithm for each block. As the channel charac-
teristics (e.g., delay spread and speed) usually do not
change significantly over a short period of time, the al-
gorithm may be executed only at the beginning of each
DL frame, and the value of u (or v) thus obtained is then
used throughout the subframe.

5. Theoretical analysis and simulation results
This section intends to provide both analytic evaluation
and simulation results for the BER performance of the
proposed estimation methods. A WiMAX DL system
with parameters listed in Table 1 is used to evaluate the
performances. The channel models considered are chan-
nel A and channel B of the ITU-R channel model for ve-
hicular environments with high antenna [20] with
parameters listed in Table 2, which are abbrevia-
ted as 3GVA and 3GVB in the rest of the paper,
respectively.

5.1 Analytic evaluation of the bit error performance
This subsection intends to provide justification for the
proposed weighted-average estimation methods based
on the analytic evaluation of the BER performance of
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK). Note that in this
subsection, as no FEC is considered, the Eb/N0 does not
take into account the code rate. Suppose that the symbol
transmitted in the kth subcarrier of the nth symbol is

x k; n½ � ¼ xk;n;i∈ 1ffiffi
2

p �1� jð Þ
n o

. The received signal is

given by

Y k; nð Þ ¼ H k; nð Þ⋅xk;n;i þW k; nð Þ; ð6Þ

where H(k, n) is the CFR of subcarrier k, and W(k, n) is
the additive white Gaussian noise. The average BER of
QPSK is equal to the pairwise symbol error rate between
xk;n;i ¼ 1ffiffi

2
p 1þ jð Þ and xk;n;m ¼ 1ffiffi

2
p −1þ jð Þ . By following

an argument similar to the one in [13], we find that the
BER of QPSK is given by
Table 1 Parameters used in the simulation

Parameter Value

FFT size 1,024

Number of data subcarriers per symbol 720

Number of pilot subcarriers per symbol 120

Cyclic prefix 1/8

Modulation 16 QAM

RF frequency 2.5 GHz
Q1 a; bð Þ− v2=v1
1þ v2=v1

I0 abð Þ exp −
1
2

a2 þ b2
� �� �

:

�
ð7Þ

the variables in (7) are given as follows:
Im(•) is the mth-order modified Bessel function of the
first kind,

Q1 a; bð Þ ¼ exp −
1
2

a2 þ b2
� �� �

⋅
X∞
m¼0

a=bð ÞmIm abð Þ;
"

a ¼ 2v21v2 β1v2−β2ð Þ
v1 þ v2ð Þ2

" #1=2

;

b ¼ 2v1v22 β1v1 þ β2ð Þ
v1 þ v2ð Þ2

" #1=2

;

β1 ¼ 2 C 2 �X 2μYYþ
		 		�Y 2μXX−�X

� �Y μXY−�X �Y �
μ�XY

		 �
;

		�				
β2 ¼ C �X � �Y þ C� �X �Y �

;
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Figure 8 BER of QPSK versus correlation coefficient.
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v1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w2 þ 1

4 C2
		 		 μXXμYY− μXY

2j Þjð

s
−w;

v2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w2 þ 1

4 C2
		 		 μXXμYY− μXY

2j Þjð

s
þ w;

w ¼ Cμ�XY þ C�μXY
4 C 2 μXXμYY− μXY

2j Þ;jðjj

C ¼ xk;n;i−xk;n;m ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p
;

�X ¼ E X½ �;
�Y ¼ E Y½ �;

μXX ¼ 1
2
E X−�Xð Þ X−�Xð Þ�
 �

;

μYY ¼ 1
2
E Y−�Yð Þ Y−�Yð Þ�
 �

;

μXY ¼ 1
2
E X−�Xð Þ Y−�Yð Þ�
 �

;

X ¼ Ĥ k; nð Þ;
Y ¼ Y k; nð Þ:

The symbol ‘*’ in the above equations denotes complex
conjugation. One important property of (7) is that the
average BER is inversely related to the correlation coef-

ficient ρXY ¼ μXYj jffiffiffiffiffiffi
μXX

p
⋅
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
μYY

p , as shown in Figure 8. Therefore,

if we want to minimize the average BER, we need to
simultaneously maximize |μXY| and minimize μXX and
μYY.
We analytically evaluate μXX, μYY, and μXY in the fol-
lowing. It is known that the CFR of the simulated chan-
nels is given as [13]

H t; fð Þ ¼ ∑
i
γ i tð Þ exp −j2πf τi½ �; ð8Þ

where γi(t) and τi are the complex Gaussian distributed
fading factor and delay time for path i, respectively. In
the following discussion, we assume that γi(t) remains
unchanged within each OFDMA symbol, and there is no
inter-subcarrier interference. As the channels considered
have the property of wide-sense stationary uncorrelated
scattering, the correlation between CFRs of subcarriers
k1 and k2 in the same symbol may be computed as

E H k1ð Þ⋅H� k2ð Þ½ � ¼ ∑
i
σ2i exp −j2πτi k1−k2ð ÞΔf½ �; ð9Þ
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where σ2i ¼ E γ i tð Þγ�i tð Þ
 �
, and Δf is the subcarrier spa-

cing. Moreover, �X ¼ 0 and �Y ¼ 0, as E[γ
i(t)] = 0 for the

considered channels. It follows that μYY is given by

μYY ¼ 1
2

P0⋅ xk;n;i 2 þ σ2
W

		 �
;

		� ð10Þ

where P0 ¼ ∑
i
σ2i is the received power, and σ2

W is the

variance of the noise. Note that the expression for μYY is
independent of channel estimation methods. Thus, if we
(a) BER

(b) BER
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Figure 11 BER of QPSK for 3GVA with a speed of 10 km/h. (a) BER of c
want to decrease BER, we have to choose a channel esti-
mation method that simultaneously maximizes |μXY|
and minimizes μXX.
We now consider μXY and μXX which depend on chan-

nel estimation methods. Since μXY and μXX differ from
subcarrier to subcarrier and from symbol to symbol, we
will only show the equations of μXY and μXX for the spe-
cific data subcarrier represented by the dot with red
horizontal stripes in Figure 7. The equations of μXY and
μXX for other data subcarriers can be derived similarly.
 of coded bit

 of data bit
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We first consider the time-average estimation method.
For the specific data subcarrier, the CFR estimate is
given by

ĤTA k; nþ 1ð Þ ¼ Ĥ k; n−1ð Þ þ Ĥ k; n−2ð Þ
2

: ð11Þ

With straightforward derivation, we find that μXX and
μXY for the time-average estimation method are given by
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(b) BE
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Figure 12 BER of QPSK for 3GVA with a speed of 200 km/h. (a) BER of
μXX ;TA ¼ 1
2

P0
1
2
þ 1
2
J0 θdð Þ

� �
þ 1
2
σ2W

� 
ð12Þ

and

μXY ;TA ¼ 1
2
x�k;n;i⋅P0

1
2
J0 2θdð Þ þ 1

2
J0 3θdð Þ

� 
; ð13Þ

respectively, where J0(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel func-
tion of the first kind, θd = 2πTSfd, TS is the OFDMA
R of coded bit

R of data bit
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b/No

15 20 25 30
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coded bit. (b) BER of data bit.
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symbol duration (including cyclic prefix), and fd is the
maximum Doppler frequency. Next, we consider the 2-
D channel estimation method. For the data subcarrier in
Figure 7, the CFR estimate is given by

Ĥ 2D k; nþ 1ð Þ ¼ Ĥ k−2; nþ 1ð Þ þ Ĥ k þ 2; nþ 1ð Þ
2

:

ð14Þ

A similar derivation yields the formulas for μXX and μXY
of this 2-D estimate which are
(a) BE

(b) BE
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Figure 13 BER of QPSK for 3GVB with a speed of 10 km/h. (a) BER of c
μXX ;2D ¼ 1
2

1
2
P0 þ 1

2
∑
i
σ2i cos 8πτiΔfð Þ þ 9

32
σ2
W

� 
ð15Þ

and

μXY ;2D ¼ 1
2
x�k;n;i∑

i
σ2i cos 4πτiΔfð Þ; ð16Þ

respectively. By substituting μXX, μYY, and μXY into (7) and
averaging the BERs of all data subcarriers, we obtain the
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analytic BERs of the time-average estimation method and
the 2-D estimation method. Figure 9 compares the analytic
BER and the BER obtained using the Monte Carlo simula-
tion method for the time-average estimation method, 2-D
estimation method, and perfect estimation (in which the re-
ceiver has perfect knowledge of the CFR) for QPSK over the
3GVA channel with speeds of 1 km/h. We find that the
simulation results are very close to the analytic values.
Recall that if we want to minimize BER, we need to sim-

ultaneously maximize |μXY| and minimize μXX. Examining
(b) BE

(a) B
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Figure 14 BER of QPSK for 3GVB with a speed of 200 km/h. (a) BER of
(12), (13), (15), and (16), we observe that there is no free
variable to achieve the goal. Therefore, we introduce a new
variable α, and let the CFR be estimated by

ĤW k; nþ 1ð Þ ¼ α⋅
Ĥ k; n−1ð Þ þ Ĥ k; n−2ð Þ

2

þ 1−αð Þ⋅ Ĥ k−2; nþ 1ð Þ þ Ĥ k þ 2; nþ 1ð Þ
2

;

ð17Þ
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Which is a weighted average of the time-average estimate
and 2-D estimate. The expressions of μXX and μXY of this
estimation method are given by

μXX;W ¼ 1
2
α2 P0

1
2
þ 1
2
J0 θdð Þ

� �
þ 1
2
σ2
W

� 

þ 1
2

1−α2
� � 1

2
P0 þ 1

2
∑
i
σ2
i cos 8πτiΔfð Þ þ 9

32
σ2W

� 

þ2⋅
α 1−αð Þ

4
J0 2θdð Þ þ J0 3θdð Þf g⋅ ∑

i
σ2
i cos 4πτiΔfð Þ

� � ð18Þ
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Figure 15 BER of 16 QAM for 3GVA with a speed of 10 km/h. (a) BER
and

μXY ;W ¼ 1
2
x�k;n;i

α

2
P0½J0 2θdð Þ þ J0 3θdð Þ� þ 1−αð Þ ∑

i
σ2
i cos 4πτiΔfð Þ

� �� 
;

ð19Þ

respectively. Based on (10), (18), and (19), we can compute
the correlation coefficient of the weighted-average estimate
for this data subcarrier. Figure 10 plots the correlation coef-
ficient versus α for the 3GVB channel with a speed of 100
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ER of coded bit 
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of coded bit. (b) BER of data bit.
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km/h and Eb/N0 = 10 dB. The figure shows that the correl-
ation coefficient is maximized when α ≈ 0.65. Therefore, we
conclude that using the weighted-average estimation
method can achieve better BER performance provided that
we can find a good value of α. Although we show only the
formulas for one particular data subcarrier here, the general
case, though much more complicated, is similar.
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Figure 16 BER of 16 QAM for 3GVA with a speed of 200 km/h. (a) BER
We now consider the implementation issue for the
weighted-average estimation method. The optimal value of
α depends on channel characteristics. Since no channel in-
formation is available at the receiver, it is not possible to
optimize the correlation coefficient analytically. Instead, the
adaptive weighted-average method is suggested in this paper
to search for a good α value without channel information.
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5.2 Simulation results
In this subsection, we present the simulation results of the
BER performances for the proposed estimation methods.
The performances of the conventional 2-D method and
perfect estimation are also obtained to serve as benchmarks
for comparison. Since the performance of the adaptive
weighted-average estimation method depends on the FEC
encoding methods, we use the rate-1/2 TBCC in all the
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Figure 17 BER of 16 QAM for 3GVB with a speed of 10 km/h. (a) BER o
experiments in this subsection, and the code rate has been
taken into account in the Eb/N0 in all figures. Note that in
the experiments, only frames with correctly decoded FCH
and DL-MAP are included in the calculation of BER, as no
MS can proceed to decode data bursts without correct
FCH and DL-MAP information.
Figures 11, 12, 13, and 14 plot the BERs of the

demodulated coded bits and decoded data bits for QPSK
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over the 3GVA and 3GVB channels with two speeds, 10
and 200 km/h. For comparison, the BERs for 16 QAM
and 64 QAM are plotted in Figures 15, 16, 17, and 18
and Figures 19, 20, 21, and 22 for the same channel
models, respectively. Since the delay spread of the 3GVB
channel is much larger than that of the 3GVA channel,
accurate estimation of CFR for the 3GVB channel is
generally much more difficult. From the figures, we
observe that for low speed, the 2-D estimation method
outperforms the proposed time-average estimation
method if the channel model is 3GVA (i.e., with small
delay spread) and vice versa if the channel model is
3GVB (i.e., with large delay spread). This is because for
the large-delay-spread channel, the coherent bandwidth
of the channel is relatively small, which drastically re-
duces the accuracy of subcarrier domain interpolation
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Figure 19 BER of 64 QAM for 3GVA with a speed of 10 km/h. (a) BER of coded bit. (b) BER of data bit.
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(i.e., frequency domain interpolation) estimation in the
2-D method. We also observe that for channel models
with high speed (200 km/h), the 2-D estimation method
outperforms the proposed time-average estimation, since
in the rapid changing channel it is difficult to estimate
the CFR using only the time domain interpolation.
The simulation results imply that using either approach
alone does not yield good performance for all cases.
Therefore, a better estimation approach is to introduce a
new variable α and combine these two estimation
methods with weights, α and 1 − α, as suggested in the
theoretical analysis. The experimental results show that
the static weighted-average estimation method outper-
forms at least one but not necessarily both of the two
constituent estimation methods. For example, its per-
formance is much worse than that of the 2-D estimation
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Figure 20 BER of 64 QAM for 3GVA with a speed of 200 km/h. (a) BER of coded bit. (b) BER of data bit.
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method for the 3GVA channel with a speed of 200
km/h. The observation is in agreement with the theoret-
ical analysis. Since the variable α in the static weighted-
average estimation method may not be optimal, it can be
observed from Figure 10 that there is no guarantee that
the weighted-average estimation performs better than
both the time-average estimation and 2-D estimation.
The results strongly suggest that the variable α (and
thus, the weights) should be adaptive in order to provide
a relatively better BER performance for all types of chan-
nels. The experimental results confirm that the adaptive
weighted-average estimation method indeed achieves a
performance equal to or better than those attained by all
other estimation methods for all considered channels.
The 3GVB channel with a speed of 200 km/h is the most

difficult channel to estimate among the four channels
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Figure 21 BER of 64 QAM for 3GVB with a speed of 10 km/h. (a) BER of coded bit. (b) BER of data bit.
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considered. From Figures 14, 18, and 22, we observe that
both weighted-average estimation methods outperform the
2-D estimation and time-average estimation in this case.
This result is not surprising. As with larger delay spread
and higher speed, the CFR fluctuates rapidly across
frequency and time. Thus, additional pilots brought in by
mixture strategies improve the BER performance. Inciden-
tally, since the length of an FEC block is 288 data bits,
we find that only the adaptive weighted-average estimation
method with QPSK achieves an acceptable BER (approxi-
mately 10−3) for Eb/N0 ≥ 15 dB.

6. Conclusions
It is well known that the DD channel estimation method
performs well in OFDM systems. Though a derivative of
the OFDM, the OFDMA used in the WiMAX DL sys-
tem is different in that subcarriers are partitioned into
different groups destined for different MSs. To account
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for this difference, we propose an allocation method for
WiMAX DL data bursts so that the destination MSs can
apply DD channel estimation to these bursts without de-
modulating data bursts intended for other MSs. In
addition, the DD channel estimation method must be
adapted to account for the WiMAX frame structure. To
this end, three DD channel estimation methods based
on the proposed allocation method are suggested. The-
oretical analysis strongly suggests that, among the three
proposed estimation methods, the adaptive weighted-
average estimation method may achieve the best per-
formance. Simulation results confirm this for the four
channel models considered. Moreover, in the worst case
scenario where the channel suffers from a large delay
spread, it is found that the proposed adaptive weighted-
average estimation method significantly outperforms the
widely used 2-D estimation method. For the consider-
ation of implementation, we also discuss various ways to
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reduce the complexity of the proposed adaptive algo-
rithm. Overall, the proposed allocation method and the
adaptive weighted-average estimation method can be ap-
plied to the WiMAX DL transmission to improve the
BER performance for error-sensitive data, such as
HARQ.
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